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Executive Summary 
 
In response t o the d evastating Indian Ocean Ts unami (IOT) that oc curred on 26 December 2004, 
Geoscience A ustralia (G A) dev eloped a f ramework for tsun ami risk m odelling. Th e ou tputs from 
this m ethodology ha ve been use d by  e mergency managers thro ughout A ustralia to prepare the 
community for such a n ev ent. For G A to  be co nfident in t he i nformation t hat is provi ded t o t he 
various stakeholders, validation of the model and methodology is required.  
 
While the huge loss of life from the tsunami was tragic, the IOT did provide a unique opportunity to 
record the impact of a  tsunami on t he coast of Wes tern Australia. Eight months after the tsunami a 
post-disaster survey was conducted at various locations along the coast and maximum run-up w as 
determined fro m direct o bservational e vidence or a necdotal a ccounts. In ad dition, ti de gauges 
located in harbours along t he coast als o recorded the tsunami and p rovide a tim eseries of tsun ami 
wave heights from which we obtain frequency information.  
 
This study employs the tsunami hazard modelling methodology used by Geoscience Australia (GA) 
to sim ulate a  tsunam i scenario b ased on the so urce p arameters obt ained from  the Indi an O cean 
earthquake of  20 04. Th e model re sults are c ompared t o observat ional evidence fro m satell ite 
altimetry, inunda tion surv eys and tid e g auge dat a for Geraldto n, a  co mmunity on t he Weste rn 
Australian coast. The Western Australian coast provides a sui table location to validate the tsunami 
models for distant tsunami and compliments other work conducted at Geoscience Australia that has 
validated the models for near-source regions such as Patong Bay in Thailand.  
 
Results show that the tsunami model provides good estimates of wave height in deep water and run 
up in i nundated areas.  Im portantly, t he model m atches the tim ing of  th e first  w ave arriv als. 
However, the model fails to reproduce the timeseries data of wave heights observed by a tide gauge 
in Geraldton harbour. The model does, however, replicate the occurrence of a late arriving (16 hours 
after first arri val) wave packet of high frequency waves. This o bservation is encouraging since this 
particular wave packet was  observed elsewhere in the Indian Ocean and caused havoc in harbours 
many hours after the i nitial w aves ha d arrived an d dissi pated. Th is result has implications for 
tsunami warnings and response, as the initial waves may not be the most damaging in marine areas.  
 
The results from this study demonstrate that GA’s current methodology for modelling the hazard of 
tsunami for Australia is robust and credible. GA and its various stakeholders can be confident that 
the run up estimates are reliable, however precaution must be taken in interpreting waveform 
information in harbours which is less reliable. 
 
To allow in dependent verification of the results  from this stud y and to en courage further 
validation tests we have provided the necessary input data, supporting m odel scripts and all 
model outputs as  a DVD appendix. This is inline wit h the open source philosophy  of ANUG A 
and the creative commons licence encouraged by Geoscience Australia. 
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Introduction 
 
The Indian Ocean Tsunami in 2004 highlighted to  the world th e widespread  devastation that 
tsunamis can have, not onl y in communities proxi mal to an earthquake epicentre but also to  
ones lying thousands of kilometres away across vast stretches of ocean. In addition, the tsuna mi 
highlighted the inadequacies in Australia of understanding the ri sk and im pacts such an ev ent 
could cause to communities that lie along the Au stralian coastline, particularly  i n Western 
Australia.  
 
In response, Geosci ence Australia i n conjunc tion with the Fire a nd Emergency  Services 
Authority (FESA) of Western Australi a developed a scenario based methodology for analysing 
the hazard of tsunam is to co mmunities in Western Australia. The outputs  of this work, m ainly 
being GIS products, would allow emergency managers to mitigate against future events. In this 
partnership, GA provided the scientific expe rtise f or natural hazard modelling and FESA  
provided hig h qualit y dat a critical to the m odelling com ponent and an understanding of t he 
communities involved. A series of co mmunities were sel ected based on probabilistic tsunami  
hazard assessments for Western Australia (Burbidge et al, 2008a) and the entire Australian coast 
(Burbidge et al, 2008b). The onshore tsunam i hazar d was then determined u sing a scenario  
based approach, utilising events from databases generated in the probabilistic offshore hazar d 
assessment. The primary output is a map of maximum inundation depth and wave speed for a 
selection of events.   
 
From 2005 to 2009 t his methodology was applied, in collaboration with emergency managers, 
to model onshore tsunam i impact at communities ar ound Australia to help prepare for such an 
event.  
 
GEOSCIENCE AUSTRALIA’S TSUNAMI HAZARD MODELLING METHODOLOGY 
Developing a tsunami hazard model requires a three step process: 
 
Step 1: Source Model 
A source m odel is d efined t hat is rep resentative of a ts unamigenic s ource. T his c ould be an  
earthquake, volca nic erupt ion, subm arine la ndslide o r meteor im pact. A pproximately 75% of 
historical tsunami observed  in A ustralia have been generated by  undersea earthquakes (Dominey-
Howes, 2007). Theref ore tsunam i ha zard m odelling at Geosc ience Aus tralia has f ocussed 
predominantly on earthquak e sources, building on exist ing seismic hazard ca pabilities. Earthquake 
source models determine vertica l displacement of th e seafloor to ge nerate the i nitial wave for t he 
tsunami. 
Data Requirements: Earthquake source parameters 
 
Step 2: Deep Water Propagation Model 
The seafl oor disp lacement m odel causes  an ini tial dis placement of the w ater co lumn above t he 
rupture, t he deep w ater pr opagation m odel then sim ulates propagation of t he ts unami fro m the 
source t o t he area of intere st. This m odel solves the li near sha llow water wave equation that is a 
function of the water depth obtained from bathymetric data. Hence the model is sensitive to source 
and water depth.  
Data Requirements: Sea-floor displacement model, bathymetry 
 
Step 3: Shallow Water Propagation and Inundation Model  
As the tsun ami enters shal low water and approaches and inundates a landm ass its beha viour may 
increase in non-linearity and complexity. To model this behaviour an inundation model is req uired 
that solves the non-linear shallow water wave equation. The tsunami is modelled as it approaches the 
shoreline a nd be gins t o sh oal ( increase in w ave height as  it  sl ows in  sha llow water). A gain th is 
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model is  very sensi tive to the resolution and quality of the bathymetry and topography data. This 
model simulates the run up of the tsunami onto land. 
Data Requirements: Bathymetry, topography, timeseries of wave height and velocity components 
from the deepwater model at on offshore depth, such as the 100 m contour. 
 
Once the inundation model is complete the results can be visualised and investigated further in three 
main ways: 

 As an animation of the area of interest showing ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ regions 
 As a timeseries of wave height or wave speed for any location within the model 
 As a map of maximum inundation depth or wave speed. 

 
The a im of this p aper is t o des cribe th e spec ifics of Geoscie nce Australia’s tsunami modelling 
methodology, to describe the nature of the input data and to compare the model results observational 
data. The accompanying DVD contains all the necessary input data and supporting model scripts to 
reproduce the results described here.  
 
 

Model Descriptions 
 
DEEP WATER PROPAGATION - URSGA 
The deepwater propagation model is k nown as th e URSGA model. This model was developed by 
URS and GA and incorporates the source model developed by Satake (1995). It has been extensively 
used by GA to simulate tsunami in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. The model uses a finite-difference 
grid, projected in spherical coordinates to solve the linear shallow wave equations. It requires input 
of bathymetry and seafloor displacement. It t hen solves the linear shallow water wave equation for 
wave h eight based o n t he hei ght of t he w ater c olumn. U se of the l inear sha llow w ater w ave 
equations and relatively coarse bathymetry allows modelling of tsunami propagation at ocean scales. 
This approach is considered valid to model the tsunami to the 100m water depth contour from where 
the output data is inp ut into  ANUGA f or more d etailed inundation m odelling ( Burbidge et al, 
2008b).  
 
 
SHALLOW WATER PROPAGATION AND INUNDATION - ANUGA 
To sim ulate the propagation of tsunami w aves from  the 100 m  w ater d epth contour onto land, a 
detailed inundation model is employed. ANUGA is a free and open source hydrodynamic modelling 
program predominantly written in the Python programming language. ANUGA uses a finite-volume 
approach for  sol ving the no n-linear shallow w ater w ave e quations pr ojected i n C artesian 
coordinates. The numerical sch eme for com puting i nternal fl uxes is spe cifically desi gned f or 
hydraulic j umps, or sh ock w aves, t hat appear in c omplex flow s ty pically see n with i nundation 
scenarios (Jakeman et al, 2009). The study area is divided into an unstructured triangular mesh with 
nested m esh resolu tions w hich al lows a  finer m esh resol ution in areas of in terest. Wit hin each 
triangular cel l, the water d epth an d hori zontal m omentum are calcula ted. When  si mulating di stal 
tsunamigenic sources waves are introduced to the ANUGA model at the seaward boundary, typically 
at around the 100 m water depth contour. Wave timeseries are obtained from the URSGA model.  
 
ANUGA has been validated using wavetank models that simulated the 1993 Okushiri Island tsunami 
off Hokkaido, Japan ( Matsuyama and Tanaka, 20 01).  ANUGA performed well and m atched both 
time series data of wave heights and also maximum run up observed within a valley in the study area 
(Nielson et al 2005). ANUGA is available for free download from the Source Forge website1.  
 

                                                        
1 http://sourceforge.net/projects/anuga/  
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One important factor in model performance is the choice of model boundary conditions. In this study 
input from the URSGA model provides a seaward boundary condition, however as this is defi ned at 
the 100 m contour there is no information on the side boundaries between the land and the URSGA 
boundary. A sensitivity study of possible side boundary conditions conducted as part  of this project 
(Appendix 1 ) showed that applic ation of  a transmissive bo undary co ndition i s most ap propriate. 
Other types of side boundaries may result in  loss of water from the m odel or refl ection of tsunami 
waves off th e side b oundary, leadi ng t o errors prop agating fro m the sid e in to the m odel (see  
Appendix 1).  
 

Data 
 
One of the advantages of using a hydrodynamic model is that only few distinct data sets are needed, 
typically bathymetry and t opography data. However, the models are highly sensitive to the quality 
and spatial resolution of the data. As this study is simulating the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami we also 
require source parameterisation for t his particular event. All data described here is available on the 
accompanying DVD. 
 
DEEP WATER PROPAGATION – URSGA 
 
The source parameters used here are d efined by Chlieh et al (2 007). The model was determined by 
inversion of seismic data and was constrained by coseismic geodetic and coral reef uplift data.  The 
rupture occurred along a 1500 km section of the subduction zone with a width of less than 150 km. 
The total moment release is 6.7-7.0 x 1022 Nm, equivalent to magnitude 9.15 (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1: Sea floor displacement model used for the tsunami source in the URSGA model  from 
Chlieh et al (2007). 
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Figure 2: GA-DBDB2 bathymetry data used in the URSGA model 
 
The bathymetry data used in the URS model is a combination of t he 250 m Australian bathymetry 
and topography grid (Geoscience Australia, 2005) and the 1 minute resolution data set, DBDB2 (US 
Naval Research Laboratory2). The resultant bathymetry grid, GA-DBDB2, has a resolution of 1 arc 
minute. The URSGA model used a grid size of 2 arc minutes, which optimises the trade off between 
model detail and computational cost.  
 
The m odel w as run  for the w hole In dian O cean ( Figure 2;  Ta ble 1 ) for a time period of 80,000 
seconds (22 hours). These parameters were chosen to accommodate for waves reflected from  Africa 
and Madagascar that arrive in Western Australia ~15 hours after the earthquake. The model was also 
extended to 154°E because of model instabilities at cells that had steep topography and bathymetry 
and were adjacent to the edge of the model. This was resolved by extending the eastern boundary of 
the model so the model boundary did not intersect any land surfaces. Figure 3 shows the maximum 
wave heights obtained from the URSGA model.  
 
Table 1: Model Boundary for URSGA model 

 E ASTING NORTHING 
MIN 10°E 50° S 
MAX 154°E 28° N 

 

                                                        
2 http://www7320.nrlssc.navy.mil/DBDB2_WWW/NRLCOM_dbdb2.html 
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Figure 3: Maximum wave heights obtained from the URSGA model.  
 
 
 
SHALLOW WATER PROPAGATION AND INUNDATION – ANUGA 
The ANUGA model requires very few d istinct data sets, only the incoming waves at the bo undary 
provided by the U RSGA model and a di gital elevation data model based on near shore bathymetry 
and onshore topography. However, t he model is ve ry sensitiv e t o th e qu ality and t he s patial 
resolution of  the d ata. A vailable b athymetry w as sup plied by  th e D epartment of Transport  in  
Western A ustralia a nd the onsh ore D EM (1 m resolu tion) w as supp lied by  Land gate3. T he 
bathymetry consis ts of various da ta s ets, co llected at differen t res olutions. Mes h reso lution was 
increased i n areas of inter est near the coast , with d ata resol ution and com putational l imitations 
providing a  li mit on f ineness of t he m esh. A  m aximum triangl e area of 5 00 m 2 w as c hosen to 
balance m odel o utput a ccuracy an d computational l imitation. Figure 4  sh ows t he bathymetry and 
elevation data and various mesh size resolutions. The ANUGA model was run for a simulation time 
of 80,000 seconds (22 hours) from the time that the first wave from the URSGA model arrives at the 
seaward boundary. The model was run for a fixed t ide height of 0 .4 m which was the t ide height at 
the time of the first wave arrival (Department of Transport, WA). Inundation maps and time series of 
wave heights were extracted at locations for which observational data were available.   
 

                                                        
3 This data is for non-commercial use only. 
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Figure 4: Bathymetry and topographic data for the ANUGA model at Geraldton. The blue line 
shows the area where maximum mesh size is 500 m2, red line is 1000 m2 and orange line is 2000 
m2. The onshore elevation was supplied by Landgate and bathymetry is by the Department of 
Transport in Western Australia4.  
 

 
Validation 
 
This s ection presents t he Indi an O cean Tsunami im pact at G eraldton as a  v alidation of t he GA 
tsunami modelling methodology by comparing model outputs against observational data. The deep 
water propagation model is compared to s atellite altimetry data a nd the shallow water propagation 
model is validated against tide gauge and run up observations.  
 
DEEP WATER PROPAGATION – URSGA 
 
Tsunami wave hei ghts from URSGA are com pared to altimetry data fro m the JASON satellit e that 
coincidently p assed o ver th e India n Oce an at t he tim e of the tsu nami. The satell ite trac ked fro m 
north to so uth and p assed over the e quator at 02: 55 UTC on 2 6 December 2004, nearly two hours 
after the i nitial magnitude 9.15 earthquake (Gow er, 2005). The satel lite recorded the sea le vel 
anomaly compared to the average sea level from its previous five passes over the same region in the 
20-30 days prior.  
 

                                                        
4 This data is for non-commercial use only.  
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Figure 5 shows that the URSGA model replicates the amplitude and timing of the first wave but does 
not resolve the double peak of the first wave. This feature may have been generated by superposition 
of the initial waves from the ru pture of two fault sections whereas the URSGA m odel simulates a 
single uplift displacement (Harig et a l, 2008). The URSGA model also becomes out of phase with 
the JASON data at 3 to 7 degrees latitude. Chlieh et al (2007) also observe this misfit and suggest it 
is cause d by a reflecte d wave from  the Aceh Peni nsula tha t is no t resolv ed i n th e model due to 
insufficient resolution.  
 
 

 
Figure 5:  Comparison of tsunami wave heights with satellite altimetry sea level anomalies from 
the JASON satellite.  

 
 
 
SHALLOW WATER PROPAGATION AND INUNDATION – ANUGA 
Tide Gauge Data 
The Department of Transport in Western Australia (WA) maintains a network of 11 tide gauges that 
are l ocated i n th e p orts or harbours of c ommunities a long the WA co astline. T he Ind ian Oce an 
Tsunami (IOT) was recorded on a number of these tide gauges with wave heights ranging from 0.1m 
to 1.2 m. Although tide gauges are not designed for recording tsunami, 5 minute sampling intervals 
are sufficient to capture tsunamis which typically have wave periods of 10-30 minutes; thus the tide 
gauges pro vide a val uable t imeseries of the tsu nami.  The Gerald ton Port Auth ority maintains a 
WaveRider bouy offshore of Geraldton; however, the buoy is designed only to measure waves with 
periods less than 30 seconds, much too short to record the passage of a tsunami. 
 
The recorded tide gauge signal at Geraldton is a mixture of tidal fluctuations and the tsunami signal 
(Figure 6 ). I n order t o e xtract t he tsunami signal the tid al si gnal needs to be r emoved. T his is 
accomplished by subtracting the predicted tide from the tide gauge recording. The predicted tide was 
obtained fro m X Tide5; a t ool th at predicts the  ti de for any lo cation on the g lobe. XTide uses t he 

                                                        
5 Available for free download from http://www.flaterco.com/xtide/ 
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same algori thm as the Nati onal Ocean Service (NOS) in the USA. The resu lting residual signal is 
representative of the tsunami (Figures 6 and 7).  
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Figure 6:  Tidal corrections of tide gauge from Geraldton Harbour. Upper panel: The observed 
tide gauge signal provided by the Department of Transport, WA (green) and the predicted tidal 
fluctuations from XTide (red). Lower panel:  The tsunami signal after the predicted tide has 
been subtracted from the observed tide gauge data. 
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Once t he t idal signal is re moved, t he fi rst arrival of the tsunami c an be see n a t 15: 24 local time 
(UTC+8) and 6:26 hrs afte r the ons et of  the eart hquake. The four hours following the first arrival  
consists of waves with periods of ~40 minutes and wave heights of 10-20 cm. Approximately 11:10 
hours after t he e arthquake an d 4:45 hours after t he first arrival t he w ave hei ght i ncreases 
dramatically to a maximum of 123 cm before reducing to a height of 30-70 cm with a period of 30-
40 minutes. This pattern continues for a further 12 hours before tapering off, however the signal can 
be seen for four days following the first arrival.  
 
In Figure 7 there is a wave packet of high amplitude waves that arrive 11 hours after the earthquake. 
This has been not ed in other areas around the Indi an Ocean notably, Oman, Reunion Island and the 
Mascarene Isl ands (Hebert et al, 2007). I n th ese ins tances, ti de gauges in h arbours recorde d hi gh 
frequency waves with large amplitudes arriving 5-11 hours after the first wave arrival. At the Port of 
Salalah i n O man a 292 m long ta nker broke i ts moorings a nd s trong curre nts in th e har bour 
prevented the ship from remooring. Anecdotal accounts from the ship’s captain noted that this high 
energy w ave activity con tinued for 3-5 hours a nd it started hours after the first  tsunam i w aves 
arrived (Okal et al, 2006).  
 
The high energy arrivals at Geraldton could be explained by high frequency wave packets that have 
been slow ed due to d ispersion or co uld altern atively be ex plained by  reflecti ons fro m Africa or 
islands in the West Indian Ocean such as Madagascar and Mauritius.  
 
The G eraldton ti de ga uge is used h ere as a be nchmark test for the G A tsu nami modelling 
methodology. Figure 7 shows the observ ed tide gauge residual (blue) and the resu lts of a sy nthetic 
tide gauge at the same location in the tsunami model (red). Three components are considered in this 
comparison of the tsunami model results with tide gauge data; timing, frequency and amplitude.  
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Figure 7: Comparison of the Geraldton tide gauge residual with a synthetic tide gauge from the 
model at the same location. The Geoscience Australia model matches the timing of the first 
arrival but does not match the waveform, possibly due to complex harbour resonances. The red 
dashed line is the predicted first arrival from ray tracing (Pattiartchi & Wueratne, 2009). 
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With respe ct to tim ing, the  model matches the first arrival wit hin a  few minutes, a result tha t is 
consistent with other numerical models that predict the first arrival at 15:20 (Pattiartchi & Wueratne, 
2009). Howe ver t he am plitude of the first arriva l is  un derestimated. T he tsunami model al so 
underestimates the amplitude of the peak wave height at around 6:30 hours after the earthquake. This 
wave is very large with respect to the maximum wave height at the boundary of t he model. At the 
boundary the largest wave height that could coincide with this large arrival is 30 cm, and ty pically 
wave height may increase by a fa ctor of  2-3  by  the time it reac hes land which would equate to a 
height of 60- 90 c m. Possible ex planations for th e large coastal a mplitude inc lude nearshore 
amplification and/or constructive interference (or resonance) inside the harbour. It must be noted that 
harbours are an inherently difficult area to model; for example, dredging may cause sharp changes in 
bathymetry. In Geraldton Harbour the eleva tion changes dramatically from +2 m to -13 m over a  
distance of a few metres creating near vertical ‘walls’. Furthermore, obtaining data with a vintage 
consistent with the historical time of the event modelled is difficult.  
 
When ANUGA creates a triangular m esh over the model area it attempts to fit the tr iangular surface 
to the t opographic data points. If t he resolution of th e tri angle is l arger than the pre viously 
mentioned gradient in the real bathymetry then the triangles will  have a s lope less than that of the 
bathymetry. This creates different shaped surfaces that waves can reflect off, and if the model mesh 
is n ot id entical t o the st eep c hanges i n bathymetry then it is not possible to rep roduce the sa me 
waveforms fo r tide ga uges within h arbours. A way to mitigate t his effect is to use very  hig h 
resolution bathymetry data in harbours, which often exists. For the model used in this study a 500m2 
mesh was used in the harbour area. When compared to previous models with a resolution of 1000m2 

the model fit improved significantly.  
 
Approximately 18:20 hours after the earthquake the model starts to match the waveform of the tid e 
gauge. This could be explained two ways; firstly it is coincidental that it has become synchronised or 
alternatively the resonances within the harbour that the model failed to resolve have subsided and it 
is accurately modelling the observed tsunami signal . If the latter is the case i t is  very encouraging 
because this particular part of the ts unami signal has a higher frequency content than the rest of the  
signal. This high frequency packet has been observed in other tide gauges around the Indian Ocean 
and has caused extensive damage in harbours many hours after the firs t tsunami waves arrived. This 
has im portant im plications for tsun ami haz ard i ncorporated w ithin w arning bulletins. If w aves 
arriving 12 hours after the first arrival ar e causing the most damage then bulletins need t o include 
warnings t hat ext end, especially for har bours, at  le ast 1 2-18 h ours after t he firs t pre dicted wave  
arrival.  
 
 
Post Tsunami Survey Data 
Following the IOT, GA arranged for a c onsultant t o conduct a post -tsunami survey  in Septem ber 
2005, nine months after t he tsunami (see Gaul, 2005 for details). Given the time delay between the 
tsunami and the survey, most observational evidence was difficult to identify, hence the survey relies 
heavily on anecdotal e vidence from residen ts of communities along t he WA c oastline. Anec dotal 
evidence, especially provided months after an event, must be scrutinised and compared to other lines 
of evidence in order to provide a reliable estimate.  
 
Geraldton is one of the largest WA communities located north of Perth and as the wave heights there 
were larger than elsew here, there is m ore anecdotal evidence than for other com munities. Most of 
the accounts cons ist of resi dents recal ling the height of run up rel ative to fe atures such as j etty’s, 
shop fronts or reefs.  
 
During the survey the maximum run up height for each location was measured relative to t he sea-
level at t he ti me of the survey . To ob tain the ru n up height duri ng the tsu nami, this hei ght was 
corrected to the height above sea-level at the time of the tsunami (first arrival) and also to mean sea 
level (AHD). The results from the survey are shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8: Map of Geraldton with survey locations and the observed amount of run up (cm above 
MSL).   The numbers shown are the Gaul site number. Imagery supplied by Landgate.  
 
Post-tsunami survey run up heights above MSL were compared to the maximum run up at the same 
locations in the model (Figure 9 & 10 ). Most of the locations are si tuated in the main harbour, port  
or a sm all recreational boat marina further north. There are also tw o locations at beaches around 5 
and 10 km north of G eraldton CBD. There is a good agreement between the observed data and the 
model run up for the harbour, port and marina (Figure 9). However, the tsunami model overestimates 
the run up at the two beach locations. These locations were outside of the main area of interest in the 
model therefore had a coars er mesh with a trian gle area of 500 0 m2. The model was rerun w ith a 
finer mesh of 500 m 2 in th ese locations, the sam e resolution as wit hin t he harbours, however the 
maximum run up height did not change significantly and there was still a misfit between model and 
observation. The most likely reason for this is errors in the elevation data and but could also be due 
accumulated errors from source m odel, propagation and inundation interacting differently with t he 
bathymetry. 
 
The post-tsunami survey data can be found in Appendix 2.  
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Figure 9: Comparison of post-tsunami survey run up heights against run up heights in the 
tsunami model.  
 
 

 
Figure 10: Map of Geraldton Harbour with the maximum modelled run up height.  
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Frequency Analysis with Wavelets 
To com pare the frequency cont ent of the t ide g auge an d th e m odel bo th waveforms were 
decomposed using wavel et analy sis. Wa velet ana lysis allows a tim eseries to b e analy sed for it s 
frequency content at vary ing tim e and freque ncy scales. For this  analy sis a continuous wavelet 
transformation was performed using a Morlet wavelet (Mallat, 1999).  
 
Figure 11 shows the w avelet coefficients for a U RSGA boundary gauge, the Geraldton tide gauge 
and the modelled tide gauge at th e same location. The URSGA boundary gauge shows long period 
waves arrivi ng early  foll owed by  arriv als with sh orter peri ods. Note th at t he grid siz e of  the  
bathymetry controls the minimum frequency  content o f the data, which is around 50-100 minutes 
period in the deep ocean. If the grid was finer we would sample waves with shorter periods.  
 
Since the Geraldton tide gauge is sampled at 5 minute intervals the Nyquist frequency is ~10 minute 
period therefore anything lower than this period could be aliased and should not be used in analysis. 
The high frequency packet of waves that begins around 1000 minutes after the earthquake and has a 
frequency content of around 15-20 minutes is thought to be real. This wave packet is also seen in the 
modelled da ta but at a slightly lower frequency. The f irst arrival i n the model data is qui te cl ear, 
occurring at 395 minutes the same as observed in the time series data. The first arrival is also marked 
in the Geraldton tide gauge, however it is less defined with low energy noise occurring prior to the 
first arrival shown by the transition from yellow to green intensity.  
 
 
 

Recommendations 
 
FUTURE WORK 
The scope of the study was limited to one location and therefore it would be instructive to compare 
the onshore hazar d results  at other loc ations th at have observati onal dat a al ong t he Weste rn 
Australian coastline. To support further study, the required outputs from URSGA have been stored at 
the 100 m water depth contour for the whole Western Australian coast. The URSGA output files and 
metadata can be found on the accompanying DVD.  
 
LIMITATIONS 
Since the curr ent tsunami methodology involves ru nning two m odels th at are  li nked together but 
mutually exc lusive there ar e issues  surro unding error prop agation. I t is difficul t t o val idate b oth 
models i ndependently because the models are inherently coupled. Attempts were made to  try  and 
independently val idate the URSGA model using the satel lite a ltimetry data fro m the JASON 
satellite. Ho wever th e AN UGA model relies on input at the bo undary fro m th e URSGA model 
therefore the ANUGA results are dependent on the URSGA model and may inherit errors or misfits 
from URSGA. Whilst URSGA has an inundation component, GA h as not used this in the tsunami 
modelling m ethodology. Th is is predom inantly du e to  ANUGA’s fl exible unstructured m esh that 
allows th e user to  con struct d etailed m odels in  th e ar ea o f interest. ANUG A is restricted b y its 
implementation in Cartes ian coordinates and currently could model tsunami propagation from near 
field sources only. A number of models exist that can model the tsunami from source to shore. One 
example is T sunAWI tha t uses a fi nite element model an d H arig e t al ( 2008) has show n t hat it 
performs well at near source and far field distances.  
 
PHYSICAL DISPERSION IN URSGA MODEL 
There is evidence from the Geraldton tide gauge and other locations around the Indian Ocean (Okal 
et al, 2006) that the presence of a late arriving packet of high frequency waves can cause significant 
damage in harbours hours after the first wave arrivals. These waves arrive much later due to physical 
dispersion. This is where waves of shorter periods arrive later since the speed of tsunami waves  
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A) URSGA Synthetic Tide Gauge at Boundary of Shallow Water Propagation Model 

 
B) Observed Tide Gauge at Geraldton 
 

 
C) Synthetic Tide Gauge from Model 

 

 
Figure 11: Wavelet coefficients for tide gauge data. Upper panel: A synthetic tide gauge at the 
100m water depth contour west of Geraldton from the URSGA model (2 second sampling). This 
is the seaward boundary input for the ANUGA model. Middle Panel: The tide gauge from 
Geraldton Harbour (5 min sampling). Lower Panel: A synthetic tide gauge from the GA model 
for the same location as the real Geraldton tide gauge. Note that the x-axis for A) is different 
from B) and C).  
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across deep water is dependent on the wave period and water depth. At present the URSGA model 
does not account for physical dispersion and it  is suggested that if possible this addition should be 
made to th e code. Th is w ould al low t he haz ard p osed by  lat e hi gh freque ncy wave trai ns t o be 
accurately m odelled. It is a  com mon percept ion t hat the first wave s of a tsuna mi are the m ost 
destructive. While this may be true for areas near the source it appears that l ater arrivals can c ause 
the most destruction in areas distal to the source. It is advised then that warning systems be aware of 
the possibility of late arriving waves and extend there warnings – particularly for marine activities – 
out in time so that the public is aware of the hazard, some 12-18 hours after the first tsunami waves.   
 
 
MESH RESOLUTION IN HARBOURS 
Paradoxically most tide gau ges are loc ated in harb ours so that t hey are protec ted from wave action 
and other noise. However, when using t ide gauges in tsunami validation studies there is an added 
complexity since waves resonate within harbours complicating the waveform. This means that it is 
very difficu lt to ac curately match the m odelled wa veform with a ti de ga uge. Ho wever th ere a re 
means to ad dress this problem. It w as found in t his study that when the m esh size w as reduced by 
half, the detail of the m odel waveform was much higher. For the G eraldton harbour the bathymetry 
data was of s ufficient resolution to allow the m esh size to b e reduced to 5 00 m2, however this did 
increase the computation time by three times. Therefore it is recommended that if comparisons are to 
be made with observational data or if stakeholders require accurate inundation models of harbours or 
ports then the mesh within the harbour be as fine as the bathymetry data allows.  
 
TEMPORAL TIDAL FACTOR IN ANUGA 
The URSGA model has no notion of tide so it must be added to the ANUGA boundary. However, at 
present ANUGA u ses a tid e facto r that is no t time dependent. Th is is v alid f or scen ario based  
examples where maximum run up heights are req uired at the highest astronomical tide, however it 
provides limitations for m odels of observed events such as this s tudy. This is due to the fact that 
tsunami signals can last days, which encompasses five or more tidal cycles, and the largest waves do 
not a lways arrive in t he fir st few  hours. In areas w here the ti dal height is l arge t his could be t he 
difference between an area being inundated or not. Therefo re it is reco mmended that ANUGA be 
developed to include a t ime dependent tidal factor, where the tidal factor would be a time series of 
the predicted tide for the simulation date.  
 
 
 

Conclusion 
For Geoscience Australia to be in confident in the information on tsunami hazard that it provides to 
emergency managers around Australia and the region the methodology needs to be validated against 
observational results. This  study h as c ompared sate llite al timetry, post-tsunami survey s an d t ide 
gauge o bservations fro m the 20 04 In dian O cean Tsunam i to results o btained from the co upled 
URSGA and ANUGA model that Geoscience Australia uses to compute tsunami hazard.  
 
Results show that the URSGA deep water propagation model reasonably reproduces the t iming and 
amplitude of the first tsunami wave, but does not sufficiently reproduce near source reflections from 
Aceh Pen insula. In reg ard to de tailed inundation models, the full hazard model coupling URSGA 
and ANUGA matches the timing of the first tsunami arrival at Gerald ton but is unable to match the 
waveform of a tide gauge l ocated in Geraldton harbour. When the run up heights are com pared to 
wave heights from anecdotal evidence in  a post-tsunami survey  results  it  is s hown that the model 
performs well. Misfits rang e from 1 cm  – 17 cm  for marinas and h arbours in G eraldton to 28 cm 
along beach profiles located n orth of G eraldton. H owever, the beach surv ey data w as fr om 
observational evidence some nine months after the tsunami so this data may be less reliable.  
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This study has also highlighted areas that could be improved in the current modelling methodology. 
These include adding the ability to model physical dispersion in t he URSGA code and i ncluding a 
temporal tid al facto r to  ANUGA. Th is w ork h as al so laid  th e fo undations fo r similar v alidation 
studies in other areas in Western Australia for the IOT event.  
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Appendix 1: Boundary Conditions in ANUGA 
 
A small synthetic study was completed as part of this project to investigate the influence of different 
boundary conditions on ANUGA results. This was driven by the thought that the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions th at hav e prev iously bee n u sed on t he si des of the m odel, w here no w ave d ata is 
available, are causing the m odels to ‘lose water’, or in other words, that waves at the boundary are 
attenuated due to  pe aks being dra gged t owards t he m ean value ap plied applied by the  D irichlet 
boundary condition. In addition to Dirichlet boundary conditions, ANUGA allows the user to select 
transmissive, reflecti ve or t ime depe ndent co nditions. This st udy in vestigates t he effects on the 
model using Dirichlet (Bd) and Transmissive (Bt) boundary conditions.  
 
A simple beach run up model was set u p that included a shal low sloping beach (in the x d irection) 
which has two convex embayments that are designed to replicate headlands and cause some off axis 
reflections (Figure A1). Initially a model was run that has the y-axis 30 times longer than the x-axis. 
This is called the large model and is t he ben chmark model be cause the boundar ies are s o dis tant 
from the centre of the model that they should have no influence on the centre. A tide gauge is located 
between the two embayments to record wave heights. The two boundary conditions were used on the 
large model (Bd and Br) and produced identical results for the tide gauge located in the centre of the 
model, hence it is concluded that with a side boundary located some distance from the centre of the 
model th at b oundary co nditions d o n ot influ ence the centre of t he m odel. The problem  is that  
ANUGA models are typ ically computationally intensive and it is n ot feasible to have such a lar ge 
model when modelling a typical tsunami scenario.  
 

 
Figure A1: Schematic of the model setup. The y-direction of the large model is 10 times as large 
as the submodel distance from the tide gauge.  

 
 
Next a series of smaller models were created that had the side boundaries located much nearer to the 
centre of the model. Three models were run, one for each of the boundary conditions.  
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The resul ts from the tide gauge fro m each model were compared to the ti de gauge fro m the large 
model (Figure A2). It is evident that the transmissive boundary of the small model best fits the large 
model that has no boundary influences whereas the Dirichlet boundary actually causes the m odel to 
have lower wave heights due to its inherent averaging. This shows t hat transmissive boundaries are 
the most suitable to use as they do not influence the model results. It is recommended that all future 
models use a transmissive boundary for the side boundaries where wave data is absent. 
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Figure A2: Comparison of the effect of boundary conditions on a tide gauge located in the 
centre of the model. It is evident that a transmissive boundary best replicates the waveform from 
the large reference model, where boundary conditions do not influence the model.  
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Appendix 2: DVD 
 
 
The accompanying DVD contains all instructions for installing ANUGA as well as all data and 
scripts necessary to repeat the ANUGA inundation component of this validation study. Time series 
of the offshore tsunami from the URSGA model are also given for the entire Western Australia 
coast. 
 
Data provided on the DVD includes: 

 Geoscience Australia Record 2010/01 Tsunami modelling validation: the impact of the 2004 
Indian Ocean Tsunami on Geraldton, Western Australia  

 Field observations collected from the Western Australian coast following the tsunami  
 Model outputs including:  

o Mux files containing time series of the tsunami for offshore Western Australia  
o CSV files containing time series of wave height and momentum for specific 

locations in the inundation model 
 Combined elevation data used by the simulation. Bathymetry data was supplied by the 

Department of Transport in Western Australia and a 1 m resolution onshore DEM was 
supplied by Landgate. Data is provided for non-commercial use only.  

 The Python scripts used to run the models. 
 
If the DVD does not autostart and display a browser page, open the file index.html. contained on the 
DVD. 
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